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Abstract

In this thesis we describe a way to transform an existing collaborative digital archive for Fernando Pes-
soa’s Book of Disquiet (LdoD) into one that is sensitive to Fernando Pessoa’s citations in social networks.
We propose a new model for the collaborative digital archive that uses an algorithm for automatic collec-
tion of citations to add sensitivity to the archive such that it can reflect on the awareness of the references
to the Book of Disquiet on social networks.

With this research we intend to collect citations from social networks (namely from Twitter) and explore
how the LdoD Archive can be extended to incorporate those citations such that they are stored in the
Archive and it is possible to access meta information related to the citation through the cited fragments.

This new Social Media Aware LdoD Archive supports a new set of features, such as: the collection of
citations from Twitter, their transformation into annotations of the fragments belonging to a virtual edition,
the visualization of all the meta information associated with a citation in the context of the cited fragment,
and the customization of the Social Aware virtual editions.
Keywords: Digital Humanities, Digital Edition, Social Media, Awareness, LdoD Archive, Social Networks,
The Book of Disquiet, Collection of Citations, Virtual Editions, Awareness

1. Introduction
The LdoD collaborative archive1 is composed of
Fernando Pessoa’s Book of Disquiet (Livro do De-
sassossego (LdoD)). The book comprises a set
of manuscript, typescript and printed fragments,
which have been transcribed and organized by ex-
perts to form four different editions according to the
editors’ interpretations. The LdoD Archive explores
the fragmentary and unfinished structure of Fer-
nando Pessoa’s Book of Disquiet to foster a col-
laborative environment where the users can exper-
iment with the creation of their own virtual editions
[4, 6]. Besides representing four well-known ex-
perts’ editions of the book, the LdoD Archive en-
ables the platform users to select fragments for
inclusion in their virtual editions and, additionally,
annotate and classify them according to a taxon-
omy. Both annotations and classifications can be
applied to a fragment as a whole or to a part of it,
for instance, a complete sentence or just a couple
of words.

1.1. Motivation and Goals
Currently, the LdoD collaborative archive contains
two different types of editions: expert editions and
virtual editions. The expert editions were pro-
posed by scholarly authors (experts in Fernando

1https://ldod.uc.pt/

Pessoa’s literature) such as, Jacinto do Prado
Coelho, Teresa Sobral Cunha, Richard Zenith and
Jerónimo Pizarro. On the other hand, virtual edi-
tions are created by non-experts who can provide
a new perspective on the LdoD by deciding which
fragments to include and which to exclude, their or-
dering, annotations and textual additions made by
users.

The main goal of this thesis is to transform the
current LdoD archive into one that is sensitive to
the Book of Disquiet citations in social media. To
achieve this goal we intend to present a new algo-
rithm for automatic collection of citations that sup-
ports a new sensitive model for the collaborative
digital archive. We intend to work on an existing
algorithm, which collects citations from Fernando
Pessoa’s work, and extend it with other aspects
such as: time (weekly, monthly and annually ci-
tations) and logical relationships among the frag-
ments that contain these citations. We propose a
new model for the collaborative digital archive that
uses an algorithm for automatic collection of cita-
tions to add sensitivity to the archive such that it
can reflect on the awareness of the references to
the Book of Disquiet on social networks. There-
fore, the work to be done includes the integration
of the information captured in the social networks
with the LdoD model. In some sense we intend to
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make the Archive sensitive to the social media.

1.2. Problem description
In the scope of LdoD archive, a virtual edition is
made of fragments from other editions. Fragments
selected for the virtual edition can also be enriched
with annotations. Besides allowing its editor to
choose which fragment should belong to the edi-
tion, it also allows them to define their order in the
context of the virtual edition. So far all editions
were mainly human made. In this project we intend
to define an automatic virtual edition which is sen-
sitive to the external citations to the LdoD made in
the social networks. Additionally, it should be able
to reconfigure itself, whenever the set of citations
change, and to keep track of the citations sources,
as well as to promote itself in social media. We
would like to introduce a new concept that would
extend the existing virtual edition definition.

1.3. Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:

• Collection of citations from The Book of Dis-
quiet in social networks

• Developing a substring pattern finding algo-
rithm

• Add sensitivity and awareness to LdoD
archive of external stimulus from social net-
works

1.4. Organization of the Document
This thesis is is organized as follows:

1. Introduction - in this chapter it is described the
motivation for this thesis, the main goals, the
problem statement and contributions of this
thesis as well as the organization of the docu-
ment.

2. Related Work - this chapter provides a context
for this thesis and presents a literature review
containing some of the work that was done in
this field

3. SAVE - this chapter describes the require-
ments and the solution for the problem. The
solution is composed by two main phases
(collecting information from social media and
building social aware virtual editions) in addi-
tion to back-end and front-end implementation
details

4. Evaluation - in this chapter we present the re-
sults and the performance evaluation of differ-
ent steps of our solution

5. Conclusions - in this chapter we describe a
summary and conclusions about the devel-
oped work, a reflection about the obtained re-
sults as well as future work opportunities and
examples

2. Related Work
2.1. LdoD archive
LdoD contains two different types of editions (ex-
pert and virtual editions). Virtual editors are users
that by interacting with LdoD archive can create
their own interpretation of Pessoa’s LdoD by se-
lecting, ordering and annotating other authors’ in-
terpretations. As described in [6], the archive also
contains three related dimensions: ”a genetic di-
mension that contains a narrative of authorial com-
position; a social dimension that contains a nar-
rative of scholarly editing; and a virtual dimension
that allows users to explore the possibilities of both
writing and editing while interacting with The Book
of Disquiet”. In the scope of LdoD archive, a vir-
tual edition is made of fragments from other edi-
tions and its fragment interpretations contain an-
notations in the text made by users. Each virtual
edition has an associated taxonomy and a taxon-
omy aggregates several categories. As described
in [4], ”tagging represents the action of applying a
category to a part of a fragment or to the whole
fragment. Therefore, the same category can be
applied to different fragments or to different parts of
the same fragments”. While interacting with a vir-
tual fragment interpretation, a user can create an
annotation with several tags or without specifying
any tag, in which case it only contains a comment.

2.2. Social Impact
The main goal of Social Impact [1] was to create an
abstraction for a previous project called ”O Mundo
em Pessoa” which was initially built to collect ci-
tations from Social Networks and then map them
with Pessoa’s original work.

Social Impact front-end interface was developed
by designers and web-developers of SAPO Labs
and it presents: the messages published in social
networks, the information about the person who
posted it and links to this person’s profile and to
the corresponding work by Pessoa. The most in-
teresting features are: the publications over cer-
tain periods of time (daily, weekly and monthly),
the most cited works and their respective authors
(heteronyms or ortonym). Back-end (figure 1) is
the layer responsible for: collecting data (”Social
Bus” component and list of terms), processing it
(detection of citations based on an information re-
trieval system) and storing it in a database together
with the input initially provided. The database is a
simple relational database in MySQL that stores:
Pessoa’s work, a list of terms to be searched in
social networks and citations collected from social
networks. The list of terms is a crucial aspect of
the system because it contains the terms that are
searched in social network posts: e.g. author’s
name, titles or quotes.

Crawlers and wrappers were used to search for
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Figure 1: Social Impact architecture [1]

Pessoa’s work2 (one iteration only) and for cita-
tions in social networks (several times). Then all
this information was stored in the databse. They
used Twitter and Facebook APIs to collect cita-
tions, more specifically the search method that
given a term it returns the most recent citations
where that term is present. However, these APIs
have a limit for the number of requests per hour
(Twitter : 150 and Facebook : 200), so in order to
have this method running in a cycle it was required
to do a sleep between requests.

The goal of the component responsible for de-
tecting citations is to identify the correspondent
work/text for a given post collected by Social Bus.
The collected posts are saved in two different files,
one for Twitter and other for Facebook. These
two files are updated independently, therefore two
threads were created, which were responsible for
processing the posts from these two files and then
saving their posts in the database. This component
uses Apache Lucene tool to classify texts as cita-
tions or not. The collected posts (present in Twitter
and Facebook files) also have to go through a fil-
tration process to remove stopwords. In addition,
it is also required to filter these posts by remov-
ing badwords (words that are definitely not present
in Pessoa’s work). Then, these filtered posts are
split in their terms and queries are produced where
these terms are separated by ANDs. The next step

2http://arquivopessoa.net
http://casafernandopessoa.cm-lisboa.pt

consists in providing a given query to the searcher
method (from Apache Lucene) which is responsi-
ble for collecting the indexed works from Pessoa
and for each work is calculated a score based on
their similarity to this query. Finally, a list with the
rankings of each work is returned and the work that
possesses the biggest rank is assigned as the cor-
respondent work.

3. Solution
As mentioned in section 1.2, all the annotations in
virtual editions are human made. The goal of this
solution is to enrich the current LdoD archive with
virtual editions that are sensitive about The Book
of Disquiet on social media. It means that it will be
introduced a new enriched type of virtual edition
which is going to extend the current model. This
new virtual edition is called Socially Aware Virtual
Edition.

Our solution comprises two main phases. Phase
1 describes how the information was collected
from social media where phase 2 describes the
process of creating socially aware virtual editions
with aware–annotations based on the citations col-
lected in the previous phase.

3.1. SAVE: the new model

Figure 2: New UML for the Social Media Aware LdoD Archive

In this section we present the new UML for the
Social Media Aware LdoD Archive (Figure 2). This
domain model represents how the actual LdoD
Archive model was extended to support the new
set of features. In blue are the entities and rela-
tionships added to the previous model [4].

The Citation class is the core entity of this new
module. As described in [5], this class “represents
the citations from LdoD that were identified in so-
cial media. Currently, the Archive only collects cita-
tions from Twitter, therefore, there is a single sub-
class of Citation, TwitterCitation. This class is as-
sociated to a Twitter class, which contains all the
data collected with the tweet: source link (URL),
date, tweet text, tweet ID, location, country, user-
name, user profile URL, user image URL and the
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original tweet ID (in case we are dealing with a
retweet instead of the original tweet)”. It is impor-
tant to refer that some instances of Tweet may not
be associated to a TwitterCitation instance (repre-
sented by 0..1 multiplicity in the diagram). This
happens when a tweet that was collected is not
a citation of The Book of Disquiet. On the other
hand, when a tweet that was collected is in fact a
citation of The Book of Disquiet, a twitter citation in-
stance is created and associated to that tweet (the
multiplicity is represented by * because the tweet
that originated the twitter citation might have been
retweeted).

Afterwards, citations are associated to the cor-
respondent fragment and later, (indirectly) asso-
ciated to a particular transcription of a fragment,
the one that is used in the virtual edition. “This
was achieved by extending the former Annotation
class into two subclasses, HumanAnnotation and
AwareAnnotation, where the former represents the
previous annotation made manually by the users,
while the latter is the automatically generated so-
cial aware annotation. Since citations correspond
to parts of a fragment, for instance a sentence, the
aware annotations also applies to the part of the
fragment that is cited, class Range, and the system
is able to automatically identify it, class InfoRange”
[5].

Class HumanAnnotation embodies the be-
haviour of the original class Annotation. Both these
two new sub classes of Annotation are associated
to a class Range. The class Range contains the
start and end positions of the quote in the frag-
ment text. Additionally, we created a new auxiliary
class InfoRange that contains all the necessary in-
formation in order to create an aware annotation.
This information includes: start and end positions
of the quote in the fragment text, the quote itself
and the meta information from the tweet that we
want to present to the user in the aware annota-
tion. The main motivation for creating this auxiliary
entity was due to performance reasons (explained
in detail in Section 3.6).

Finally, as mentioned in [5]: “in order to en-
rich the virtual editions with the new set of fea-
tures, a set of social media criteria, represented
by the class SocialMediaCriteria, can be added to
a virtual edition”. These criteria are interpreted by
the new Social Aware Archive and then it gener-
ates aware annotations according to the conditions
specified by the criteria. For example, if the Geo-
graphicLocation of a virtual edition specifies a cer-
tain country or set of countries, only citations done
in that country or set of countries are considered
for the creation of aware annotations in that virtual
edition.

3.2. The process

Figure 3: Overall process of our solution

In the previous section we described the new en-
tities that were created. In this section we briefly
describe the overall process of our solution (Figure
3). This process is divided into six fundamental
steps described in detail in Sections 3.3 and 3.8.
Phase 1 includes the first four steps and Phase 2
includes the fifth and sixth steps. Phase 1 consists
in getting information from social media (in particu-
lar, from Twitter) and classifying every tweet as be-
ing a citation of the book or not. Phase 2 consists
in generating socially aware annotations based on
the citations identified on Phase 1 and presenting
them to the user according tho the set of social me-
dia criteria defined.

3.3. Phase 1: Get information from social media
Since we already have the book fragments avail-
able, this phase consists in collecting tweets and
posts based on specific keywords related to spe-
cific citations from texts of The Book of Disquiet
and then map them to the correspondent frag-
ments using indexes from Lucene. The specific
set of keywords that are used for collecting tweets
are: ”Livro do Desassossego”, ”Fernando Pes-
soa”, ”Bernardo Soares” and ”Vicente Guedes”.
This set is based on the list of terms used in [1]
but in our project terms are oriented to The Book
of Disquiet. This book was written by Fernando
Pessoa but the publication was credit to the het-
eronyms Bernardo Soares and Vicente Guedes.
It would also be interesting to collect tweets that
mention ”The Book of Disquiet”, but since the frag-
ments are written in Portuguese it would be com-
plicated to find matches between what was written
in the tweets and what was written in the fragments
present in the LdoD archive.

3.4. Twitter - Twitter4j
This step corresponds to the first step of Phase
1 (Figure 3). In first place we are using the Twit-
ter4j library to collect The Book of Disquiet cita-
tions from Twitter during certain periods of time us-
ing the Search API operations. We are collecting
tweets which contain at least one term from the list
of terms specified in Section 3.3. The module re-
sponsible for collecting tweets was based on the
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code3 courtesy of SocialSeer.com4.
Every time the module responsible for collect-

ing tweets runs, the maximum number of collected
tweets per page is 100 and the maximum num-
ber of pages that can be obtained are 180. Each
query corresponds to one retrieved page. Each
tweet has a tweet ID which is a Java long. The
most recent tweet has the higher tweet ID. As de-
scribed in SocialSeer.com, the process consists in
collecting 100 tweets at the time while maintain-
ing a reference to the lowest ID retrieved until then.
Since we still have 179 calls to make we need to
know (before each call) the lowest ID retrieved in
order to decide whether collect another 100 tweets.
This process is repeated until all the 180 calls are
made or (most likely) until there are no tweets in
the result set. It is important to remember that Twit-
ter ’s search index only contains about 7 to 10 days
worth of tweets.

You cannot call a given Twitter API endpoint
more than 180 times during 15 minutes. These
are the rate limits that control how fast one makes
the calls. In order to get around this limitation it
is done a Thread.sleep() to delay this process for
some seconds. The seconds we need to sleep are
given by the method getSecondsUntilReset() from
class twitter4j.RateLimitStatus.

Another important aspect is that we only col-
lect tweets written in Portuguese because the frag-
ments present in LdoD archive are also in Por-
tuguese. However, this does not exclude the pos-
sibility of collecting tweets from all over the world
(which is an interesting feature discussed in sec-
tion 3.8).

Tweets were collected (approximately) every
each week and saved into JSON files. The module
responsible for collecting tweets stores them into
into four different JSON files for each of the four
keywords described in Section 3.3 with the current
date appended. For example, on March 16th were
created four different files: twitter-bernardo-2018-
03-16.json, twitter-fp-2018-03-16.json, twitter-livro-
2018-03-16.json, twitter-vicente-2018-03-16.json.
Each line in a JSON file corresponds to a tweet
collected. The meta information that we collect for
each tweet is exhibited on Table 1.

Tweet
String sourceLink String date String tweetText
long tweetID String location String country
String username String userProfileURL String userImageURL
long originalTweetID boolean isRetweet

Table 1: Meta information obtained from a Tweet

The original tweet ID field only applies to

3https://www.socialseer.com/twitter-programming-in-java-
with-twitter4j/how-to-retrieve-more-than-100-tweets-with-the-
twitter-api-and-twitter4j/

4https://www.socialseer.com/aboutcontact/

retweets. This field returns the tweet ID of the orig-
inal tweet that was retweeted. We started collect-
ing tweets on March 16th, but only after May 14th

we started collecting tweets that contained meta
information about being retweets or not, concretely
their originalTweetID and isRetweet information.
This means that during the first two months we
did not make any distinctions between tweets and
retweets. After that period, these two concepts
were treated differently as explained below on Sec-
tion 3.5.

3.5. Citation Detection - Apache Lucene
Currently, in LdoD archive it is implemented a
Lucene Index with fragments present in LdoD
archive. Every fragment content is in a Lucene’s
class named Document. This class is the basic unit
and its content is represented by a group of fields.
A Document represents a fragment interpretation.
As mentioned in [5]: “in the second step (Figure 3),
twitter citations are created from the tweets previ-
ously collected. To do so, the content of the tweets
in the JSON files is compared to the inverted index
of fragments produced by Lucene and, depending
on a threshold, a twitter citation is created if the
content is similar enough (using the Boolean Model
and Vector Space Model together with normaliza-
tion methods [3])”.

In the beginning, we set this threshold to 1.0
based on what was done on Social Impact [1]
project. Afterwards, we empirically noticed that for
several collected tweets this threshold was to low,
i.e. there was a lot of false positives (tweets that
Lucene considered as being citations but in fact
they were not). The solution was simple: increase
the threshold.

After empirically observing Lucene’s behaviour
after this change we came to the conclusion that
a value of 30.0 was the ideal for the set of tweets
that we tested. Although this value was not high
enough to prevent occasional false positives, we
noticed that if it was higher the number of false
negatives would increase, resulting in a loss of po-
tential LdoD citations. False negatives are tweets
that Lucene considered as not being citations but
are in fact LdoD citations.

In Section 3.6 we explain how the false positives
were basically eliminated, remaining only true posi-
tives (tweets that Lucene classifies as citations and
are indeed LdoD citations). In Section 4 we de-
scribe how Lucene performance is tested for differ-
ent thresholds.

Concretely, we initiate the mapping step by pro-
viding a query (i.e. the tweet text of a given
tweet present in a JSON file) to the IndexSearcher
which returns a list of ranked candidate docu-
ments/fragments. The document with the biggest
rank shall be considered as the cited fragment.
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Therefore, creating a twitter citation instance which
is associated to its correspondent fragment. We
only analyze original tweets. This means that in
this step we skip retweets when creating twitter
citations. Only ahead we take into account the
number of retweets for counting purposes. The
information present in class TwitterCitation is also
illustrated in Table 1. As described in [5], “the
Citation class represents the citations from LdoD
that were identified in social media. Currently, the
Archive only collects citations from Twitter, there-
fore, there is a single subclass of Citation, Twit-
terCitation. This class is associated with a Twitter
class, which contains all the data collected with the
tweet: source link (URL), date, tweet text, tweet
ID, location, country, username, user profile URL,
user image URL and the original tweet ID (in case
we are dealing with a retweet instead of the original
tweet)”.

3.6. Identify ranges - Jaro Winkler

After using Lucene to find the correspondent frag-
ments to the given tweets we noticed that some
of the tweets were incorrectly associated to LdoD
fragments (false positives). Lucene classified
some of the tweets as being LdoD citations but
in fact they were not. This happened because for
Lucene some of these tweets were similar enough
to the texts compared. To reduce and even elimi-
nate these false positives we run a string matching
algorithm in this third step in order to find an exact
match between tweet texts and the their associated
fragments. Aside from that, Lucene does not also
provide start and end positions for a quote found
in a text. This means that the goal of the previous
step (Section 3.5) was to find a potential candidate
to be the fragment where a certain tweet text oc-
curs. The goal of this step is to find precisely where
this quote occurs if it even occurs.

In the beginning we thought about using a string
matching algorithm such as Boyer-Moore string-
search algorithm [2]. But later we realized that
we did not want to find exact matches between
what people write in their tweets and what is writ-
ten in LdoD. We want to be rigorous but also tol-
erant enough to even find substrings of what peo-
ple write that can be LdoD citations. This flexibility
is crucial because Twitter users usually write addi-
tional information in the beginning or end of their
tweets. Besides that, Twitter users frequently mis-
spell some words. Last but not least, we are deal-
ing with tweets potentially written with different ver-
sions of the Portuguese orthographic agreement.
Consequently, this flexibility would not be achiev-
able using exact string matching algorithms.

As described in [5], in this third step (figure 3):
“we identify the citation inside the cited fragment.

To do so, the content of a twitter citation is com-
pared to its fragment text and a match is consid-
ered when a substring of the tweet text is found.
A valid substring has a predefined number of mini-
mum words to be considered as a valid quote, e.g.
10 words. Most of the tweet texts are not exact
quotes because users often write additional infor-
mation in their texts, therefore it was necessary to
implement an algorithm that searches for a sub-
string of the tweet text in its fragment text. As a
result, an InfoRange instance, containing the cor-
rect location of the citation in the text, is created for
each interpretation of the fragment”.

InfoRange is an auxiliary entity that contains the
necessary information in order to create aware an-
notations in the fifth step (Section 3.8). This infor-
mation includes the quote itself, the fragment inter-
pretation text where the quote was found as well as
the start and end positions of the quote in the text
(see Table 2).

InfoRange
String start String end String quote String text

Table 2: InfoRange entity

The main motivation for creating this auxiliary
entity was to reduce the time of generating aware
annotations. It separates the hard computational
work of string matching from the generation of
aware annotations. The string matching algo-
rithm runs previously in this third step providing
then enough information to create efficiently aware
annotations in the fifth step. This efficiency de-
mand was taken into account because users need
to see the annotations promptly right after defin-
ing/updating the criteria.

The algorithm that identifies the substring inside
the fragment text uses the Jaro-Winkler distance
[7] to measure the similarity score between two
strings by counting the minimum number of opera-
tions required to transform one string another. The
score obtained by using Jaro-Winkler distance be-
tween two words is normalized such that 0 equates
to no similarity and 1 is an exact match. We
set the threshold to 0.9 after empirically observing
that with this value we basically did not obtain any
false positives and we were also able to tolerate
different versions of the Portuguese orthographic
agreement on people’s writings. We decided to
use Jaro-Winkler distance because in this algo-
rithm we are comparing small strings, like words
and names. This distance prioritizes differences
near the start of the string than differences near
the end of the string. To apply Jaro-Winkler dis-
tance to our string matching algorithm we used the
code from Apache.org5.

5https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-
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It is important to remember that the main goal of
this string matching algorithm is not only to find a
match between the text of a tweet in its correspon-
dent fragment, it is more precise than that. This al-
gorithm finds a substring of a tweet text in its corre-
spondent fragment. Each Twitter Citation contains
information about the tweet text as well as the text
from its correspondent Fragment.

3.7. Create tweet objects
Each entry in a JSON file correspond to a tweet
collected on step (1) Section 3.4. As illustrated in
Figure 3 and described in [5], in the fourth step:
“Tweet instances are created to all entries in the
JSON files, and are associated with the respective
TwitterCitation instances. After this step there are
two types of false positives: tweets that contain one
of the keywords but are below the Lucene thresh-
old, which are represented by Tweet instances
without an associated TwitterCitation; and tweets
above the threshold that do not contain any sub-
string of the fragment, which are represented as
TwitterCitation instances but do not have any In-
foRange associated. Both types of information is
not discarded to allow the tuning of steps (2) and
(3)”.

After this step a TwitterCitation is associated to
at least one Tweet instance that corresponds to
the original tweet that originated that twitter cita-
tion. However, a TwitterCitation can be associated
to one or more Tweets if we take into account the
retweets of the original tweet. On the other hand,
a Tweet can only be associated to a TwitterCita-
tion because we assume that one tweet can not
be associated to multiple quotes. Although it was
not mentioned in [5], there is a third type of false
positives that can also be evaluated. This type is
due to the string matching algorithm performance
in third step (Section 3.6). These false positives
correspond to tweets that the string matching al-
gorithm classifies as citations but in fact they are
not LdoD citations. This type is rarer because the
string matching algorithm verifies word by word the
tweet text while comparing with the potential cor-
respondent fragment text until completing a prede-
fined minimum number of words to be considered
as a valid quote, e.g. 10 words.

The evaluation of these three steps is explained
in Section 4 using Precision and Recall measures.

The main motivation for creating the “Tweet” en-
tity was to keep a record of all the tweets collected
as well as how they relate to the Twitter Citation en-
tity in terms of the original tweet or retweets. The
meta information contained in this entity is also il-
lustrated in Table 1.

text/jacoco/org.apache.commons.text.similarity/JaroWinkler
Distance.java.html

3.8. Phase 2: Build SAVE - Create aware annotations
This fifth step (Figure 3) takes into account the con-
cepts of Social Media Criteria and Aware Annota-
tions which are some of the most important and
relevant concepts in this thesis.

A social media criteria is represented by the
class “SocialMediaCriteria”. A set of social media
criteria can be added to a virtual edition in order
to enrich it with a new set of features. This set in-
cludes: Media Source, Time Window, Geographic
Location and Frequency and can be considered at
the moment of creation and even later. After apply-
ing these criteria the fragments present in a SAVE
are modified in terms of annotations, which are au-
tomatically added and removed. Therefore, we can
say that SAVE is a specific instance of a Virtual
Edition which brings new functionalities while using
a set of social media criteria. However, in terms of
code, there is not a specific entity to represent a
SAVE. What distinguishes a SAVE from a common
Virtual Edition is the fact that the former has a set
of social media criteria associated.

On the other hand, an aware annotation is rep-
resented by the class “AwareAnnotation”, an ex-
tension of the original class “Annotation”. To sup-
port SAVE, one of the steps in this enrichment pro-
cess consists of extending the class Annotation by
creating two new sub classes: “HumanAnnotation”
and “AwareAnnotation”. A human annotation em-
bodies the current behaviour of an annotation in
LdoD archive and it is made by users while in-
teracting with fragment interpretations. An aware
annotation is a new concept which represents an
annotation automatically generated when certain
fragment is cited on social media. Each aware
annotation has only one citation associated. But
a citation can be associated to several aware an-
notations (each of these aware annotations is be-
longs to a different Virtual Edition). Social media
criteria can be defined when a user is editing his
virtual edition. When a user creates a virtual edi-
tion he is able to define a set of criteria in order
to make his virtual edition socially aware. These
criteria define which aware annotations are auto-
matically created. By default none of these crite-
ria is applied (which would produce a regular vir-
tual edition), but if a user wants to make it socially
aware he needs to define his set of social media
criteria: social media source (Twitter, Facebook, or
combinations of them), a time window (a start date
and end date for the citations), a geographic loca-
tion (countries where the citation source belongs
to) and a frequency (fragments with a number of
citations greater or equal to a certain number). The
frequency criteria takes into account the number of
retweets of each citation.

Note that currently we are only collecting cita-
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tions from Twitter. Facebook posts are a possible
future extension. As mentioned in [5]: “whenever
a user creates or edits a social media criterion, the
fifth step (5) occurs where all the citations asso-
ciated with the fragments contained in the virtual
edition are filtered according to the set of virtual
edition social media criteria, and AwareAnnotation
instances are automatically created or deleted, de-
pending on the changes on the social media crite-
ria”.

3.9. Presentation
The fragment interpretations of a SAVE have
awareness properties based on the set of criteria
applied. Once you click on a fragment, in order to
read it, the words quoted are highlighted and there
is an annotation associated to the quote displaying
meta information about the citation (see Table 1).

After creating a SAVE a user can visualize cited
fragments according to different criteria combina-
tions. For example, it is possible for a user to visu-
alize cited fragments from a different media source
or time window compared to what was previously
chosen at the creation moment. The new set of
criteria is then saved but can be modified again
at anytime. As described in [5], “the Social Aware
Archive interprets these criteria and generates the
AwareAnnotations that fulfill the conditions, for in-
stance, if the TimeWindow of a virtual edition spec-
ifies the last two months, only citations done in
the last two months are considered for the cre-
ation the of AwareAnnotations for that virtual edi-
tion. Note that this customization mechanism is
dynamic, which means that whenever a criterion is
changed the set of AwareAnnotations is automat-
ically regenerated.” As mentioned in [5], “when a
user selects a fragment of a virtual edition which
contains social aware annotations he can visualize
the cited part of the text and the link for the citing
tweet” as well as filter the fragments present in a
virtual edition based on the defined set of criteria.

4. Evaluation

Tweets
”livro do desassossego” 1067

”bernardo soares” 2272
”fernando pessoa” 79.271
”vicente guedes” 104

Total 82.714
Total (without repeated tweets) 81.833

Table 3: Total number of tweets collected by keyword (retweets
included in all of them)

From March 16th to September 27th we collected
81.833 different tweets (including retweets) see Ta-
ble 3. In this chapter we present statistical results
about the absolute number of citations and an-
notations created while varying the Lucene score
threshold, keywords used and word windows; as

well as performance levels of the different steps of
our solution using precision and recall measures.

Annotations
Lucene > 20 Lucene > 30 Lucene > 40

Richard Zenith 1428 814 564
Teresa Sobral Cunha 1455 834 572

Jacinto do Prado Coelho 1292 701 459
Jerónimo Pizarro 1366 773 545

Total 5541 3122 2140

Table 4: Number of annotations for each authorial edition de-
pending on the Lucene threshold

We present a Table 4 that shows the number
of annotations created for each authorial edition,
also depending on the Lucene threshold. By ob-
serving Table 4 we can see that by using a lower
Lucene threshold we produce a bigger number of
annotations, naturally. Besides that, some autho-
rial editions were more cited (during March 16th

and September 27th) than the other. For example,
the most cited authorial edition was the Teresa So-
bral Cunha’s edition, followed by Richard Zenith’s
edition, then Jernónimo Pizarro’s edition, and fi-
nally Jacinto do Prado Coelho’s edition. A pos-
sible explanation for this to happen is due to the
fact that different editions contain different frag-
ments as well as different fragment interpretations
of the same fragment. We conclude that by using
a lower Lucene threshold we produce more cita-
tions, hence more info ranges, therefore more an-
notations. However, in Tables 3 and 4 we only ex-
plored absolute results, not performance levels.

”livro do desassossego” ”bernardo soares” ”fernando pessoa” ”vicente guedes”
Precision 28% 15% 7% 0%

Table 5: Twitter4j precision according to keywords used for
fetching tweets

We present a Table 5 that shows the precision
of Twitter4j module according to the keywords that
were used to collect citations of The Book of Dis-
quiet from Twitter. To compute this values we se-
lected, for each one of the keywords, 100 random
tweets that were collected from March 16th to Au-
gust 30th and determined how many were in fact
citations from the book. In other words, these per-
centages correspond to citations that originate at
least one info range. When we search for the key-
word “livro do desassossego” we have the high-
est probability of finding a tweet that is a quote
of the book (corresponding to 28% of proability).
On the contrary, it is the keyword “fernando pes-
soa” that originates more annotations since it is
also this keyword that collected more tweets. This
happens because the keyword “fernado pessoa” is
more often written than the keyword “livro do de-
sassossego”.

We describe how the substring matching algo-
rithm performance is tested using different Lucene
thresholds (Tables 6, 7, 8) and word windows (Ta-
bles 9, 10 and 11). We are testing the Precision
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”livro do desassossego” ”bernardo soares” ”fernando pessoa” ”vicente guedes”
TP 15 13 4 0
FP 0 0 0 0
TN 10 16 10 12
FN 2 2 1 0

Precision 1.0 1.0 1.0 -
Recall 0.89 0.87 0.8 -

Table 6: String matching algorithm performance for Lucene
score > 20 and word window > 10

”livro do desassossego” ”bernardo soares” ”fernando pessoa” ”vicente guedes”
TP 13 7 4 0
FP 0 0 0 0
TN 3 7 0 2
FN 1 0 1 0

Precision 1.0 1.0 1.0 -
Recall 0.93 1.0 0.8 -

Table 7: String matching algorithm performance for Lucene
score > 30 and word window > 10

”livro do desassossego” ”bernardo soares” ”fernando pessoa” ”vicente guedes”
TP 11 7 4 0
FP 0 0 0 0
TN 0 4 0 1
FN 0 0 0 0

Precision 1.0 1.0 1.0 -
Recall 1.0 1.0 1.0 -

Table 8: String matching algorithm performance for Lucene
score > 40 and word window > 10

and Recall of our string matching algorithm de-
scribed in detail in Section 3.6.

In terms of Precision, by analyzing Tables 6,
7 and 8 we conclude that our algorithm is 100%
precise for every keyword and for every Lucene
threshold. This happened because our algorithm
did not produce any False Positives. In terms of
Recall, it is important to remember that it depends
on the number of False Negatives (tweets that our
algorithm considered as not being citations but are
in fact LdoD citations). By observing Tables 6 and
7 we can see that there were 1 or 2 False Neg-
atives per keyword. These False Negatives were
due to the fact that the word window of 10 was not
small enough to detect quotes that were small sen-
tences with less than 10 words. By observing Table
8 we obtained a Recall of 100% for every keyword
because there were 0 False Negatives. This hap-
pened because by using a Lucene threshold of 40
we are obtaining high levels of Precision, conse-
quently filtering the majority of False Positives in
the previous step.

Finally, in Tables 9, 10 and 11 we used Lucene
thresholds of 20, 30 and 40, respectively, but
changed the word window to more than 5 words
(in order to detect smaller quotes compared to the
word window of 10). Is is possible to observe that
Precision values decreased, as it was expected,
since we are now more tolerant.

With these results we conclude that if we use a
word window of at least 10 words our algorithm is
100% precise, independently of the Lucene thresh-
old used in the previous step of our solution.

Tables 12 and 13 represent the absolute num-
ber and percentage of citations detected by Lucene
that latter originated info ranges. For example, by
using a Lucene threshold of 20 and a word window
of 10 only 23% of the citations that we collected

”livro do desassossego” ”bernardo soares” ”fernando pessoa” ”vicente guedes”
TP 16 14 4 0
FP 3 4 4 0
TN 7 12 6 12
FN 1 1 1 0

Precision 0.84 0.78 0.5 -
Recall 0.94 0.93 0.8 -

Table 9: String matching algorithm performance for Lucene
score > 20 and word window > 5

”livro do desassossego” ”bernardo soares” ”fernando pessoa” ”vicente guedes”
TP 13 7 4 0
FP 1 2 0 0
TN 2 5 0 2
FN 1 0 1 0

Precision 0.93 0.78 1.0 -
Recall 0.92 1.0 0.8 -

Table 10: String matching algorithm performance for Lucene
score > 30 and word window > 5

”livro do desassossego” ”bernardo soares” ”fernando pessoa” ”vicente guedes”
TP 11 7 4 0
FP 0 1 0 0
TN 0 3 0 1
FN 0 0 0 0

Precision 1.0 0.86 1.0 -
Recall 1.0 1.0 1.0 -

Table 11: String matching algorithm performance for Lucene
score > 40 and word window > 5

Lucene >20 Lucene >30 Lucene >40
Citations that originated Info Ranges 3072/6621 (46%) 1112/1835 (61%) 718/925 (0.78%)

Table 12: Number of citations that originated info ranges (word
window > 5)

Lucene >20 Lucene >30 Lucene >40
Citations that originated Info Ranges 1542/6621 (23%) 908/1835 (50%) 631/925 (69%)

Table 13: Number of citations that originated info ranges (word
window > 10)

from Twitter were in fact LdoD citations. It is impor-
tant to remember that when a citation originates an
info range it means that the citation really exists in
the fragment text (we make this assumption by the
results of 100% of precision from Tables 6, 7 and
8 when we used a word window of > 10). On the
other hand, we can not assume this with a word
window of > 5 (Table 12). A word window of 5 is
not 100% precise, consequently creating incorrect
annotations sometimes. Since we want 100% pre-
cise results in what concerns the creation of anno-
tations it would not be recommended to use a word
window of > 5.

We conclude that a Lucene threshold of 20 was
the one that originated more citations, therefore
more info ranges and consequently more annota-
tions. This threshold is more flexible and tolerant
than the others which has the disadvantage of cre-
ating more instances of incorrect citations in the
database. Nonetheless, this is not a big problem
since we can later run a script that cleans citations
that did not originate info ranges. Since our goal
is to generate the biggest number of annotations
in the fragments we conclude that the most ap-
propriate Lucene threshold would be 20. We then
tested Lucene and our string matching algorithm
performance and concluded that the better com-
bination would be using a Lucene threshold of 20
with a word window of at least 10 words obtaining
a Precision of 100% ensuring that every info range
and annotation created are in fact citation from The
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Book of Disquiet.

5. Conclusions
The main goal of this thesis was to add functionality
to the LdoD Archive project. Our solution is called
“SAVE” and is composed by two phases.

For the first phase we developed a model re-
sponsible for collecting citations from Twitter that
cited The Book of Disquiet ; a model responsible
for mapping the tweets collected to the most likely
fragments where the tweet text could appear; and
a model responsible for finding a substring of a
tweet text in the fragment text, therefore highlight-
ing the text by creating an aware annotation. One
of our goals was to maintain a set of meta infor-
mation associated with each one of the citations
such as: the tweet URL, the date and the country
(mainly). For the second phase we dynamically de-
fine virtual editions which reconfigure themselves
whenever the set of citations change by construct-
ing a way for users to interact with this new concept
of socially aware virtual edition (SAVE) based on a
set of criteria. The way a user interacts with his
own SAVE versions is by choosing the set of crite-
ria to be considered at the moment of creation or
even latter. After applying these criteria, the frag-
ments present in a SAVE are modified in terms of
annotations, which are added or removed automat-
ically.

By analyzing the results obtained we conclude
that the most effective keywords to search for The
Book of Disquiet quotes from Twitter are: “livro do
desassossego”, “fernando pessoa” and “bernardo
soares”. We also conclude that a Lucene thresh-
old of 20 would be the most appropriate in order
to not discard useful tweets obtaining less False
Negatives as possible. Choosing a tolerant Lucene
threshold of 20 is not a problem if we run our sub-
string matching algorithm with a word window of 10
words, obtaining therefore a Precision of 100% on
the aware annotations created.

Last but not least, we wrote an article called “So-
cial Media Aware Virtual Editions for the Book of
Disquiet” [5] that was accepted by the European
Association for Digital Humanities (EADH)6. This
article is going to be presented in a conference, on
the theme “Data in Digital Humanities” at the Na-
tional University of Ireland, Galway from 7-9 De-
cember 2018.

One of the future work opportunities consists of
adding a module to the LdoD Archive responsible
for collecting posts from Facebook. Unfortunately,
since Facebook changed its API version from v1 to
v2 permanently in 2015 it is not possible to query
public posts. However, one could use Facebook4j
library to retrieve posts from facebook pages such

6https://eadh.org/

as: Livro do Desassossego and Livro do Desas-
sossego - Fernando Pessoa (as well as others con-
sidered appropriate and likely to post quotes from
The Book of Disquiet).

Additionally, it would be interesting to collect ci-
tations on websites using Google queries. There
are several types of websites such as blogs, news-
papers, educational websites, personal websites,
school websites and social news websites which
are more likely to contain LdoD references. From
these websites it is possible to extract data, de-
pending of the type of website, about the website’s
name, authorship, the author’s gender, his con-
tacts, date of the post, date of the website founda-
tion, geographic location and number of posts. An-
other future work opportunity would be improving
the string matching algorithm, correcting the prob-
lem concerning the correction of the starting po-
sition in quotes that people cite incorrectly on so-
cial media. This could be achieved by not convert-
ing the fragment text to lowercase as described in
Section 3.6. If we avoid doing that, we could eas-
ily find out where the last capital letter from where
the pattern was found. In order to preserve the
capital letters of the fragment text we would need
to reduce the Jaro-Winkler threshold or experiment
other similarity distances between words.
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